Metropolitan Youth Month Campaign (external)
Competition terms and conditions
Metropolitan is running a campaign intended to help the youth of South Africa by demonstrating that Metropolitan
understands the unemployment plight and the barriers many young people face while seeking employment.
Through this campaign and in collaboration with Uber, Metropolitan will provide tangible support for the country’s
youth, so together we can make financial progress step-by-step.
What we are offering
Metropolitan is collaborating with Uber to offer free 500 Uber rides as vouchers to the youth who are going to job
interviews, fingerprint venues, training, induction, or any other appointment relevant to them securing employment
(to and from the venue) during the month of June and July. This service is open to all youth across the country
where the Uber service is available or operating. The voucher will be capped to R300 to and from the venue. It will
be on a first come first served basis, however, proof will be required when applying for the vouchers.
How to participate
To take part in the activation, you must be a South African citizen, between the ages of 18-35 years old.
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•
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Apply by completing the online form which will be shared via social media channels or via Afrizan and
PeopleSolved, the recruitment agencies that have partnered with Metropolitan for this campaign.
The team will then verify the application.
Upon verification, the Uber voucher will be distributed to your qualifying cellphone number.
You need to redeem the voucher via the Uber App (please ensure the Uber service is available and
operating in your area).
Uber vouchers are redeemable and valid only for the month of June and July 2022.
You may apply for more than one voucher during the campaign period, as long as you are able to
provide proof for the job interviews.
Each voucher is capped at R300 maximum for a return trip. The difference of the trip balance, over
R300, will be payable by you.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Metropolitan does not take responsibility for any ride/driver detail discrepancies or accept any
liability whatsoever in respect of the use of the Uber service. Please remain vigilant and cross check the details on
the app with the vehicle and driver that arrives for your pickup.
Clothing vouchers
In addition to receiving Uber vouchers, qualifying candidates will also receive a TFG (The Foschini Group) clothing
voucher to the value of R150 each. The candidate will therefore receive the following:
- Uber voucher capped at R300 for a return trip;
- TFG clothing voucher for R150;
- Plus, an infographic with interview tips to help them prepare for the big day.
Social media posts
As part of the campaign, we would like the recipients or qualifying candidates to send us a selfie of themselves on
the day of the interview that we can use on our Metropolitan social media pages. They can either send the selfie
via direct message on Twitter, Facebook, or Instagram, or they can post the selfie on their social media page and
tag us using the hashtag #Met4Youth.
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General Rules:
1. A total of 500 Uber vouchers are up for grabs.
2. The campaign will run from 13 June 2022 until 31 July 2022 or until all vouchers have been redeemed,
whichever comes first.
3. The campaign is only open to South African citizens, between the ages of 18-35 years old in 2022.
4. Metropolitan has the right to cancel or change dates for the activation, at their discretion.
5. If the qualifying participants are unable, or unwilling to accept the voucher for whatever reason, then the
voucher will be forfeited. Metropolitan, at their discretion, may reallocate the voucher in its sole discretion.
6. Should any legislative, regulatory, industry or environmental changes, or any other changes beyond the
control of Momentum Metropolitan occur, then Metropolitan reserves the right, as and when necessary, to
make the necessary adjustments to the activation rules.
7. All vouchers are non-refundable, non-transferable and non-exchangeable and cannot be exchanged for
cash or any other liquid document.
8. Misdirected and late entries will not be considered.
9. Metropolitan’s decision is final and in its sole discretion will determine whether the proof supplied is
sufficient. No correspondence will be entered into.
10. Metropolitan reserves the right to discount any inappropriate or offensive entries and to disqualify any
entries if the Metropolitan, at its sole discretion, believes that there has been an attempt to manipulate or
tamper with the operation of the campaign.
11. Except for the purpose of carrying out the campaign, contacting entrants or sending out prizes,
Metropolitan will not use entrants’ personal data for any other purpose without the express consent of the
entrant.
12. Metropolitan reserves the right to modify or discontinue, temporarily or permanently, this campaign without
prior notice.
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